1. Assaulting checks and balances and the rule of law to centralize unchecked power in Trump’s hands.

2. Voter suppression and election rigging aimed at locking in minority Republican rule in perpetuity, including in the upcoming presidential election.*

3. Declaring a “State of Emergency,” laying the groundwork to greatly expand unchecked executive power.

4. Gutting environmental regulations, accelerating capitalism’s plunder of the earth.

5. Ongoing attacks on health insurance, safety-net programs, and unions.

6. Using the pandemic as an excuse to ban abortions.

7. Covering up the extent of damage being done in Black, Latino, Native American Indian and other oppressed communities hit hardest by pandemic due to white supremacy.

8. Opposing release of prisoners and detainees trapped in potential death camps.


10. Promoting fascist ultrachauvinism, white supremacy, and “America First” poison, enflaming international tensions and racism, at a time when global cooperation is a life-and-death need.

11. Turning pandemic briefings into platforms for Trump fascism.

12. Embodying the message that all power rests in the great Führer Trump’s hands.

13. Ominous moves by Attorney General Barr to possibly use the coronavirus epidemic to curtail basic rights.

*Assuming the 2020 election actually happens.